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EDITO

From a passion was born an obsession.

Just a few years ago, I was ordering cheap Russian watches on the Internet, each with this little 
something that I liked, an atypical detail. With this collection of watches that I was disassembling 
with all the imprudence of a self-taught watchmaker, I managed to constitute my own one, 
authentic and functional, a watch that looked like me and that I could still and at any time change 
an element to fit a period of my life.

When its course turned to watchmaking, when I became a professional, this idea of a reliable 
mechanics that could be dressed as desired has resurfaced. Thus was born Hegid. Thus was born 
the desire to benefit from a noble mechanics that would give the freedom to be dressed according 
to our mood, to evolve over time.

A simple idea? In other areas, yes, especially in fashion. If we dress every day differently, it is because 
we adapt our outfit according to our state of mind, to the season, to the image that we want to project. 
It had to be the same in watchmaking. 
An evolutionary watchmaking, global although sense of identity, different. 

This is the case today.

This unconventional vision of a watch for a lifetime has become a reality. It is a family and heart affair 
that we are proud to present the first developments.

The arrival of Hegid is a key event in the world of Watchmaking since its revelation in the summer of 
2018, after three years of development. It confirms the return of the automatic mechanical timepiece 
produced in France, and it disrupts habits, bringing the world of watchmaking closer to that of fashion, 
as no other brand has proposed before. World premiere, Hegid watches are indeed designed to last, but 
thought to evolve, element by element, according to the desire of their carriers.
       

Henrick Gauché, founder of Hegid.
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HEGID, A BRAND, A CONCEPT, 
AN EVOLVING WATCHMAKING

We are in the digital age. 

This change of time, rather than endangering the mechanical timepiece as we know it, eventually 
tends to strengthen its status, its purpose, its power of fascination. In a time when everything is 
dematerialized, many wish to own a watch whose quality of the mechanism guarantees that it can 
be transmitted from generation to generation. 

However, even if the machine is not obsolete, style follows the cycle of trends and desires.
The idea of a trusted mechanical watch that can be dressed in different ways is the foundation of Hegid. 

However, it is not only a simple change of bracelet but the belief in the reconciliation of quality with 
diversity, without fatality or weariness. This is where most watch brands stop today. This is where 
Hegid begins.

The French brand has created, entirely independently, a timepiece that stands out by innovating 
differently, by rethinking the use of a watch. The idea is simple : possessing a unique time capsule 
(case, movement, dial, hands, crown and glass) while all other style elements are interchangeable, 
starting with the carrure and the bracelet. Without knowledge or any tool.

Another major difference with the watchmaking traditions: when established brands rely on the 
timeless nature of their creations, Hegid relies entirely on the opposite, the temporality of its 
timepieces. It consists in a personal, intimate, artwork that adapts to his owner, to his life, to the 
present moment. 

There is behind Hegid the idea that everyone is an actor of his style and of his watch, which 
constitutes one of the major pillars. Fashion changes, mechanics remain, the watch continually 
adapts.
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Hegid’s carrure (left), capsule (middle) and bracelet (right).



INFINITE CREATIVE HORIZONS

The main idea with Hegid is the ability given to each owner to be able to choose the aesthetics of 
his watch himself. The role no longer belongs to the great designers, to the icons that we can no
longer afford to even approach, to the frozen designs. Hegid opens the door to a watchmaking 
where everyone is the owner of his own universe, defined and assembled by himself. 

It is the restoration of a deeply intimate and symbiotic relationship between a man and his watch.

To achieve this result, Hegid articulates itself around a time capsule. This waterproof watch head 
encloses the movement, protected by its case and its sapphire glass. This is the basic Hegid module, 
with always standard features but always exclusive finishes.

Beyond, Hegid offers a wide range of components to dress this capsule, which will itself be offered 
in different collections. The first of these components is the carrure. From its beginnings, Hegid
 offers several versions. Then comes the bracelet. Hegid already offers large opportunities.

These initial elements constitute the foundation of Hegid. 

Then, the more the brand evolves, the more Hegid users there will be, the more limited collections 
of items will be available at an affordable price. There will be other capsules, other carrures, other 
bracelets, other interchangeable components. 

Collecting to be unique, collecting to use, collecting without breaking the bank. Hegid is the only 
watch brand that provides increasing opportunities for models and creative variations around a 
single mechanical capsule.

These opportunities will be multiplied when the brand will offer other movements that are already 
the subject of preliminary studies. The capsule is already designed to fit different complications 
(date, power reserve, second time zone or other) that will be revealed in the future.
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AN INAUGURAL SERIES OF 90 CAPSULES

For its launch, an inaugural series of  90 capsules is proposed in subscription, with an unbeatable 
watchmaking offer, challenging a so far quite traditional competition. 

This order system in very limited quantities will also help to shape the vision of the brand. 
Hegid designed this inaugural collection as an open horizon : a limited series, an intrinsic quality 
at a very competitive price, consensual models that will allow in the future to discover a constantly 
evolving universe.

As a first series, it will personally associate the very first collectors to the evolution of the brand : 
their contribution will be immediately used in the production of the next models, for the next 
users. 

The production of the Hegid Inaugural Series (S.I) lauched in the second semester of 2018, was made 
possible by the founders of the brand and their associates, those women and men who are passionately 
involved since the ideation stage.

The company proudly claims the design and finishing of its watches with French know-hows, these 
talents historically precursors of freedom and guarantors of the French Art-de-vivre. 

For Hegid, the stylistic and technical expertise of the luxury country comes with the quality of 
automatic movements from Switzerland, the watchmaking country. 

Hegid is a promising brand, organic, alive, unique.
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A BRAND FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE

Hegid is at the antithesis of the heritage brand, preserved identically through generations, frozen in time. 

It is designed to offer many annual variations of its components. As a result, the more the time goes, 
the more the brand’s offers will be rich and at the same time, the more each Hegid will become unique.

In this sense, a collection of Hegid watches can only take an increasing value.

Hegid thus achieves a first in watchmaking: the more the brand grows, the more the probability of 
meeting twice the same model will be reduced. This is the previously impossible materialization of 
a watchmaking promise, repeatedly held: if each collector is unique as a person, his watch must also 
be unique.

In the case of a transmission or a cession, the transferee of a Hegid watch will inherit all the components 
collected by the first owner and may, in turn, add new ones, endlessly multiplying the creative horizons 
of its time capsule.

Now, with their watchmaking credibility, their evolution is revealed to the public. The Hegid’s watchmaking 
catalog is currently composed of dozens of elements, all compatible, offering the possibility for dozens of 
creations once assembled.

-  Two capsules :
  Serie Inaugurale Neo : limited to 60 copies, black dial, 2400 € 
  Serie Inaugurale Retro : limited to 30 copies, brown dial, 2400 €
- Five carrures :
  Vision Officieuse : round aluminum bezel, 300 € 
  Vision Officielle : round black bezel, 300 € 
  Laboratoire Clandestin : fine polished steel, 250 € 
  Expedition Sauvage : squared satin polished steel, 350 € 
  Expedition Furtive : squared black DLC steel, 400 €
-  Seven bracelets :
  Legende Black Bull, 100 €
  Legende Black Aligator, 200 €
  Legende Taupe Ostrich, 150 €
  Pilote Rallye Chocolate Calf , 80€
  Pilote Rallye Camel Calf , 80€
  Courage Glazed Brown Buffalo, 100€
  Courage Black Rubber, Offered in addition for the purchase of a complete watch
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The Hegid collections :

LaboratoireExpeditionVision

The Hegid elements :
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A Hegid capsule 
in a Hegid carrure 
in locked position.



A NEW WATCH IN 10 SECONDS

If Hegid's interest is to be able to customize his watch according to the fashions and seasons, it is 

necessary that this operation can be done alone, as desired, why not several times a day. 

All personalization operations can be performed alone, without tools, without qualification and 

without the assistance of a watchmaker.

Hegid has decided to go even further: this promise to have a new watch, made to measure, must be 

achievable in 10 seconds maximum. This is the time needed to change the bracelet and the carrure 

of a Hegid watch.

The conceptors of the brand have patented a system for these changes to be made by an enjoyable 

manipulation, as simple as intuitive. With a sound, with a touch, with a look, it is possible to know 

if the changed elements are correctly positioned, restaging the emotional side of a watch, as an 

animated object, alive, with which a physical interaction occurs. By their engineering, the carrure 

protecting the capsule, housing itself the movement, Hegid watches are among the most reliable 

ever created. 

The specifications are deliberately uncompromising to honor the promise of an evolutionary watch 

over the decades.

The fact that the aesthetic transformation of the watch can be fully realized in a few moments also 

opens the perspective of more frequent changes, more numerous, freed from the binding technical 

protocol, even expensive, and necessary watchmaker’s visit. 

The watch recovers its personal and playful dimension.
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THE CASE REINVENTED IN WATCHBOX

To accompany the evolution of a Hegid timepiece, the brand has developed a bespoke case. 

It is not just made to protect the watch during its delivery: like the piece itself, it is intended to go 

along with the life of its owner. The wooden box comes with the watch chosen at the acquisition 

and already includes hidden spaces thought to receive other watches, capsules, carrures and bracelets. 

It is therefore not a passive box but an evolving watch box capable of containing a large number of 

combinations of the same piece.
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Hegid’s patented innovation allowing to quickly 
and strongly assemble the Capsule (top left)
to the Carrure and Hegid’s evolutive watch box



A UNIQUE DISTRIBUTION IN THE WORLD

Hegid wants right away to go beyond the strict framework of the horlogical product to extend 

its innovative vision to the distribution of its creations. An online sales tool for physical retailers 

complements the brand's innovation, a world first, confidential for the moment.

Hegid offers an new alternative unique distribution method, made for the retailers of tomorrow : 

the brand can be seen, tried, tested in multiple representatives places, and can be acquired from 

anywhere even out of stores. Each reprensentative will have demo timepieces, with all the variations

of bracelets, carrures and capsules. 

Customers will then be able, in store, to define their own object of desire, to subscribe to it,

 in order to receive it then, brand new and virgin of any try. Hegid will pursue the experience 

of personalization to the wrist of each owner. 

The customer will receive his piece directly from Hegid, without the representative being forced to 

immobilize products that it could not sell as truely intact.

This unprecedented distribution system allows retailers to eliminate the inventory and administrative 

management problems that have strongly penalized the watch industry in recent years. 

Hegid is convinced that the experience and the service of physical professionals remain central, that 

the knowledge of each advisdor, a real added value of the physical retail, also remains essential in this 

technical purchase. 

Hegid ensures in all cases, thanks to smart technologies serving the emotion, that the one who advised 

the purchaser is fairly rewarded for its influence benefiting both the customer and Hegid.
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Scan to shop on hegid.com the Hegid S.I. 

Station F, the brand’s representative, will be rewarded.



BIOGRAPHIES

Hegid is the first brick of an independent French company whose foundations were laid in 2015. 

Now, it aggregates the talents that are necessary for its development: watchmakers, commercials, 
designers, artists and engineers. 

Here are the founders:
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HENRICK GAUCHE

At the origin of the project: Henrick Gauché. Coming from a Norman sibling and very close to his 
little brother who is only 18 months younger, he displayed a pronounced early artistic fiber. He began 
drawing and expressed the wish to conduct art studies. The parental wishes prevailed on his first 
aspiration and oriented him towards a more traditional path. Henrick enrolled in a geography course 
in the university where he immediately met a cartoonist. His passion for drawing came back, the 
university was laid aside. He began to sculpture, theater, piano and, at age 20, he met his wife with 
whom he has three children today.

His first professional experience immersed him directly in the world of luxury. He entered through 
the small door at Vuitton, literally: Henrick was the doorman of the Maison making the fame of 
France. His diplomacy to drive and serve visitors from around the world with an extraordinary tact 
made him noticed by his direction. Therefore, his ascenscion was engaged, he stayed eight years.

His passion for art not leaving him, he realized in his free time books for children, while pursuing 
his musical path by developing his own home studio. The microcosm of Deauville in which he 
was evolving noticed him for another of his passions: watchmaking. 

During a training seminar, he had the opportunity to visit a manufacture in Switzerland. It was a 
revelation for him: he began to avidly read dedicated forums and books, to become passionate 
about the history of brands and the watchmaking technology. 

He was spotted and poached by a prestigious retailer, Godechot Pauliet, in Deauville. He became 
the watchmaking expert. His mechanical erudition led him, for the same reason, to ensure the 
development of the Parisian address, a challenge he faced with renowned partner brands: Rolex, 
Omega, Tudor, among many others. 

He stayed there four years, before, in April 2017, stopping to become more than an actor, a watch 
creator: Hegid.

       



GREGORY GAUCHE

Grégory is Henrick's younger brother, his "complementary", in his own words. 

This man is manual and reveals very early an innate talent for construction, micro-technique. 
He has always loved the contact and the work of materials, the mastery of gesture and of precision. 
He is one of those for whom understanding is essential, for whom the constant technological 
evolution that pushes the creative limits is stimulating.

Passionated about woodworking in his youth, it is finally in the plastics industry that he moved 
and devoted seven years of study, then he specialized in 3D design. He joined the design offices of 
major automotive subcontractors. There, he took a role in the conception and development of large 
complex sets of parts, especially for the French brand Renault.

Contaminated by the horological virus of his brother, he finds in watches a new material to master. 
Today, he dedicates his skills exclusively to Hegid's technical developments. 

Grégory is for rigor, what his brother Henrick is for passion, he chases microns and models ideas to 
make them real.
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EMERIC DELALANDRE

Emeric is the commercial brain of the team. 

He did school outside the box. At 16, he entered Maths Sup. He then studied at Iteem Ecole Centrale 
de Lille and became passionated about entrepreneurship. He then joined the French Diplomacy, in 
charge of digital activities and tourism. He was in New York during the attacks in France of 2015 and, 
at this occasion, understood the opportunity of the digital to conduct an external policy, to serve an 
interest.

From the fundamental technique, he shifted to the power of technology, to the digital engineering to
inform, to gather, to federate. In 2016, he specialized in luxury marketing and obtained a diploma in an 
American university.

He met Henrick in 2013 during an internship, from a professional meeting is born a complicity that will 
change the course of his life. After being recruited by Apple at the end of his studies, he left the Californian 
giant to deploy his technological know-how for Hegid and its commercial potential. 

As a connected utopian, the young man dreams of a world where marketing is at the service of the 
customer, definitely not a hunter chasing his prey. No matter the price of the items he sells, he wants the 
experience offered to be worth more. This is what he brings to Hegid: he does not sell a watch, but 
material for watchmaking artists. 

       



CONTACT

You can download Hegid’s images on hegid.com.

For feedbacks and general contacts :
Emeric Delalandre
contact@hegid.com
+33 (0)6 88 62 63 39

For press and marketing contacts :
Emeric Delalandre 
emeric.delalandre@hegid.com
+33 (0)6 88 62 63 39

For technical and business contacts :
Henrick Gauché
henrick.gauche@hegid.com
+33 (0)6 86 73 86 95

Hegid®, a G&G Concept brand :
Société G&G Concept
176, Avenue du Général de Gaulle
92522 Neuilly-sur-Seine Cedex, France

Facebook : @hegidevolution 
Instagram : @hegidevolution 
Twitter : @hegidevolution
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